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Studies of electron energy loss spectroscopy and selected area electron diffraction SAED were systemati-
cally performed on 15 and 25 at. % lanthanide Ln-doped ceria samples Ln=Sm, Gd, Dy, and Yb, through
which the local ordering of oxygen vacancies that develops with increase in doping level was confirmed in the
sequence of Gd,SmDyYb. Furthermore, a monotone correlation between the development of the order-
ing and the degradation of ionic conductivity with increasing the doping concentration from 15 to 25 at. % was
observed. Based on the analysis of SAED patterns, a structural model for the ordering of oxygen vacancies has
been constructed, in which the arrangement of oxygen vacancies is similar to that in C-type Ln2O3 oxides and
the 12 110 pairs of the vacancies are preferred. Then, the factors that can influence the formation of the
ordering are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As a promising ionic conductor that can be used as elec-
trolytic materials in the intermediate-temperature solid oxide
fuel cells SOFCs, rare-earth-doped ceria with cubic fluorite
structure has attracted increasing attentions in recent
years.1–4 Many studies have demonstrated that the electrical
properties of doped ceria can be significantly influenced by
the dopant type.2–4 There exists an optimum radius of the
dopant for ionic conduction. As the dopant radius deviates
from this optimum value, the ionic conductivity of doped
ceria decreases dramatically. This phenomenon has been at-
tributed to the dopant-oxygen vacancy association that de-
pends on the dopant radius.2,5–7 In the dilute doping range,
the ionic conduction is dominated by this association and
exhibits a maximum conductivity for ceria doped with Sm or
Gd because these dopant cations have the optimum radius,
and thereby have a smaller association enthalpy.2–4 However,
in heavily doped ceria, nanosized domains can form and give
negative impacts on the ionic conduction.8–11 These domains
have higher dopant concentrations than the matrix and could
provide deep traps for the oxygen vacancies.10,12 As a result
of the domain formation, the advantage of the dopant having
an optimum radius disappears with increasing the doping
level. As shown in a comparative study of Gd- and Y-doped
ceria,13 conductivities in the order of GdY and GdY
were observed, respectively, at doping concentrations lower
and higher than 20–25 at. %. Zhang et al.13 suggested that
this occurs because the ionic conduction in heavily doped
ceria is dominated by the formation of nanosized domains,
instead of being dominated by the dopant-oxygen vacancy
association.
Because of the small size, the immature structure, and the
lattice coherence with the fluorite-structured matrix,10,11 the
direct analysis on these domains is difficult and their crystal
structure remains unclear. Despite this, it has been suspected
that the negative impacts of domains on ionic conduction are
partly related to its ordered structure, which may involve the
local ordering of oxygen vacancies.11–13 In cubic stabilized
zirconia, a more familiar system, the local ordering of oxy-
gen vacancies was also speculated, which has ordered struc-
tures depending on the composition e.g., the dopant type
and doping concentration and the heat treatment.14–16 Based
on the study of x-ray diffraction, Welberry et al. suggested
that the local ordering in yttria-stabilized zirconia has a py-
rochlorelike structure, in which the 12 111 pairs of oxygen
vacancies across cubes of oxygen anions containing the
cations are allowed.14 In addition, the “ phase” and the
C-type oxide were also suggested in some stabilized zirconia
based on the study of selected area electron diffraction
SAED.15,16 In our previous work,17 the local ordering of
oxygen vacancies in some heavily rare-earth-doped ceria
samples has been demonstrated by the study of electron en-
ergy loss spectroscopy EELS, which could be affected by
dopant type and may partly contribute to the dopant-type
dependence of electrical properties of these heavily doped
samples. Based on SAED patterns with 110 axis, a C-type-
related structure was suspected for the ordering.17 However,
the confirmation of this structure is required and the detailed
structure model, e.g., the manner of the vacancy arrangement
and of the dopant-vacancy association, is still unclear.
Therefore, further studies on the inhomogeneous micro-
structures in doped ceria, e.g., the nanosized domains and the
oxygen-vacancy ordering, are desired to understand their
development and influence mechanisms, which are of im-
portance to the control of microstructure at nanoscale and
the design of high-quality electrolytes for intermediate-
temperature SOFCs. In this paper, the emphasis is laid on the
local ordering of oxygen vacancies in lanthanide Ln-doped
ceria. To detailedly characterize the oxygen-vacancy order-
ing, systematic studies of EELS and SAED were performed
on 15 and 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria because EELS may be
used to detect the oxygen-vacancy ordering in nonstoichio-
metric oxides17–19 and SAED may provide the structural in-
formation of the ordering. Compared with the previous
work,17 clearer relationships of the oxygen-vacancy ordering,
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the doping level, the dopant type, and the electrical conduc-
tivity are obtained from these studies. Then, a detailed struc-
tural model and a mechanism for the development of
oxygen-vacancy ordering in Ln-doped ceria are proposed.
II. EXPERIMENT
Spherical-shaped and well-dispersed nanopowders of 15
and 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria Ln=Sm, Gd, Dy and Yb were
synthesized by the ammonium carbonate coprecipitation
method11 using cerium and Ln nitrate hydrates as cation
sources and ammonium carbonate as precipitant. The reac-
tion temperature is between 60 and 70 °C. After the entire
mix was aged for 1 h at the reaction temperature, the pre-
cipitates were collected by suction filtering, washed by dis-
tilled water and ethanol, and finally dried at the room tem-
perature under the flowing nitrogen. By calcining the dried
precipitates at 700–800 °C for 2 h in oxygen environment,
fine oxide powders were obtained. The analysis by scanning
electron microscope SEM, HITACHI S-5000 showed that
the particle size of resultant oxides is about 20–40 nm.
Then, highly dense bulk samples were obtained from the
nanopowders, through sintering at 1400–1450 °C for 6 h.
The average grain size of sintered samples was determined
by SEM observation and by linear intercept method,20 whose
value is about 0.8–1 m for all samples.
Detailed microstructural features of the samples were ex-
amined by transmission electron microscope TEM. To pre-
pare specimens for TEM observation, small disks with a di-
ameter of 3 mm were cut from the central region of the
sintered samples. The thickness of the disks was reduced by
mechanical polishing and dimpling, followed by ion milling.
SAED and EELS studies were performed, respectively, in a
JEOL JEM-2000EX TEM and in a FEI Tecnai-F30 TEM
equipped with a Gatan imaging filtering system. The aperture
size for SAED is about 0.2 m on TEM images. The regions
selected for EELS study were deviated from the strong
Bragg reflections and chosen to be with a thickness of 0.1–
0.2 inelastic mean free paths about 10–20 nm. To avoid the
influence of irradiation damage,21 a spread beam and a short
acquirement time no longer than 5 s were applied. The
power-law technique22 was used to subtract the background.
The electrical conductivities of sintered samples were
measured in air by a three-probe dc measurement. Before the
measurement, the disk-shaped samples with a diameter of
about 10 mm were painted with platinum paste on both sides
and fired at 1000 °C for 1 h to ensure a good thermal and
electrical bond between the sample surfaces and the platinum
electrodes. The measurement was performed after the tem-
perature was held at the designed level for 1 h for the ther-
mal stabilization.
For the purpose of comparison with Ln-doped ceria which
will be given in Sec. V, 15 and 25 at. % Y-doped ceria
samples were also prepared and characterized using the
aforementioned experimental procedures.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Dopant-type dependence of oxygen-vacancy ordering
Figure 1 shows the typical spectra of oxygen K edge of 15
and 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria samples after subtracting the
background. Three main features labeled by A, B, and C are
observed above the threshold. Among these features, the
small shoulder marked by A can be attributed to the transi-
tion O1s→O2p hybridized with f-character states of Ce4+
cations in Ln-doped ceria.23,24 It is stronger in the 15 at. %
Ln-doped ceria because of the higher Ce concentration in
these samples. The intense peaks B and C can be interpreted
as transitions toward O 2p state hybridized with Ce or dop-
ant 5d-eg and 5d-t2g states that are split under the crystal-
field effects.25,26 Therefore, the relative intensity of peaks B
and C is sensitive to the change in crystal structure. Particu-
larly, in nonstoichiometric oxides, it has been suggested that
the enhancement of peak B could be introduced by the local
ordering of oxygen vacancies.17,18 For the purpose of quan-
titative comparison, the integral intensities of peaks B and C
IB and IC were calculated using an energy window of 2 eV
open on the peaks as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1a and
the relative intensity of peak B was calculated as IB / IC. Thus,
a larger value of IB / IC indicates a higher degree of the local
ordering in Ln-doped ceria samples. As can be seen from
FIG. 1. Color Oxygen K edge of a 15 and b 25 at. % Ln-
doped ceria samples. The spectra were normalized with respect to
the intensity of peak C. Inset shows the energy windows with a
width of 2 eV for calculating the integral intensities of peaks B and
C.
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Fig. 1, the local ordering of oxygen vacancies depends on
both the doping level and the dopant type. For 15 at. % Ln-
doped ceria Fig. 1a, the calculated values of IB / IC are
about 0.73–0.75, with slightly higher values observed in Sm-
and Gd-doped ceria. As the doping concentration increases to
25 at. % Fig. 1b, IB / IC increases to about 0.75–0.81 and a
sequence of Gd,SmDyYb is readily seen. These re-
sults indicate that the oxygen vacancy ordering could de-
velop in Ln-doped ceria with increasing the doping level and
a higher degree of the ordering tends to form in Sm- and
Gd-doped ceria regardless of the doping concentration, 15 or
25 at. %.
Figure 2 shows the Ce M4,5 edge of 15 and 25 at. % Ln-
doped ceria samples. The ratio of IM4 / IM5, where IM4 and IM5
are peak values on the M4,5 edge, is about 1.2 for all spectra,
showing that Ce exists predominantly as a tetravalent
ion.27,28 Thus, the effect of irradiation-induced reduction,
which may cause increase in trivalent Ce,21 can be ignored.
Since the content of trivalent Ce is negligible, it can be con-
cluded that the concentration of oxygen vacancy is deter-
mined by the doping level and the oxygen-vacancy ordering
revealed by EELS is mainly due to the influence of the dop-
ant.
It has been reported that the oxygen-vacancy ordering
may have negative impacts on the ionic conduction in
heavily doped ceria.17 In this work, the EELS study of
oxygen-vacancy ordering was performed at room tempera-
ture, while the operating temperature of SOFCs based on
doped ceria electrolyte, and thereby the measurement tem-
perature for the ionic conduction in doped ceria, is around
500 °C. Nevertheless, the segregation of the dopant10,12 and
the local ordering of oxygen vacancies may also exist at the
measurement temperature 500 °C and have influence on
the electrical conductivity because the microstructural rear-
rangement in doped ceria is difficult at temperatures much
lower than 1000 °C.29 To quantitatively clarify the impacts
of the ordering on ionic conduction and its dependences on
dopant type and doping level, the development of oxygen-
vacancy ordering with increasing doping level was estimated
by the enhancement of peak B and calculated as
IB / IC25−15= IB / IC25− IB / IC15, where the subscripts 15
and 25 indicate the doping concentration. The conductivities
of 15 and 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria samples measured at
500 °C are listed in Table I, in which the data of Sm-,
Dy- and Yb-doped ceria are the same as those reported in
Ref. 17. In all these Ln-doped ceria samples, the electrical
conduction is predominantly ionic in air at intermediate tem-
perature around 500 °C.2–4 As the doping concentration
increases from 15 to 25 at. %, a dramatic decrease in the
conductivity was observed, as listed in Table I. Though the
measured conductivity includes contributions of both the
grain boundaries and the bulk, it is believed that the
decrease in conductivity is mainly due to the change in
bulk conductivity because the grain size, and thereby the
density of grain boundary, is similar in different samples.
Specifically, as suggested in previous studies,8–12 this de-
crease can be explained by the enhanced interaction between
the oxygen vacancies and the segregated dopant cations in
some regions named microdomains or nanosized domains.
In addition, the oxygen-vacancy ordering may also affect
the ionic conductivity. In 15 at. % Ln-doped ceria, the order-
ing is not strong enough and the conductivity is still domi-
nated by the simple dopant-vacancy association, which can
be evidenced by the higher conductivity observed in Sm- and
Gd-doped ceria. In 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria, the advantage of
Sm- and Gd-doped ceria disappears and then a greater de-
crease in conductivity with increasing the doping level was
observed in Sm- and Gd-doped ceria, which agrees with the
higher degree of oxygen-vacancy ordering in these samples.
Figure 3 clearly shows a monotone correlation between
IB / IC25−15 and the degradation of electrical conductivity.
It indicates that, in addition to the interaction between the
oxygen vacancies and segregated dopant cations, the mobil-
ity of the oxygen vacancies can be further decreased by the
ordering of oxygen vacancies and a higher degree of the
ordering can block the migration of vacancies more effec-
tively.
FIG. 2. Ce M4,5 edge of a 15 and b 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria
samples. The spectra were normalized with respect to the intensity
of peak M4.
TABLE I. Ionic conductivity in air of 15 and 25 at. % Ln-
doped ceria 15 and 25.
Dopant
Ionic conductivity at 500 °C S/cm
log 15 log 25 log 15−log 25
Sm −2.28 −2.89 0.61
Gd −2.41 −3.19 0.78
Dy −2.42 −2.78 0.36
Yb −2.74 −2.93 0.19
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B. Structural analysis of the ordering
To further understand the structural feature of the oxygen-
vacancy ordering, SAED study was carried out. Figure 4
displays 110 SAED patterns recorded from 15 and 25 at. %
Ln-doped ceria samples. On the patterns of 15 at. % Ln-
doped ceria samples, weak diffuse scatterings imposed on
the diffraction pattern of fluorite structure are observed,
while on those of 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria samples, the dif-
fuse scatterings are enhanced and the extra reflections can be
noticed. In investigations of ceria-based oxides, it has been
demonstrated that the difference between SAED patterns of
15 and 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria samples is mainly due to the
change in the density of microstructural inhomogeneity,
which is dilute in 15 at. % Ln-doped ceria but becomes
dense as the doping concentration is 25 at. %.10,11 Further-
more, brighter diffuse scatterings and clearer extra reflections
likely appear on the patterns of Sm- and Gd-doped ceria.
Though the contrast in SAED patterns could be influenced
by sample thickness and exposure time, one can find a good
consistence between the development of diffuse scatterings
and extra reflections and the increase in oxygen-vacancy or-
dering revealed by the EELS study. It indicates that the for-
mation of local ordering of oxygen vacancies in the fluorite-
structured matrix can contribute to the aforementioned
additional features on SAED patterns, especially to the extra
reflections.
Figure 5 displays 100, 111, and 112 SAED patterns
of 25 at. % Gd-doped ceria, on which both diffuse scatter-
ings and extra reflections can be readily seen. These features
can be also seen on the patterns of other doped ceria while
their intensity presents a dependence on dopant type and
doping concentration, as shown in Fig. 4. Since the contours
of the diffuse scatterings and the distribution of extra reflec-
tions are similar in samples doped with different Ln elements
and having various doping concentrations, it is reasonable to
suggest that the local ordering in doped ceria could have
some common structures. Especially, the extra reflections lo-
cated at the crossing points of diffuse scatterings may indi-
cate a more mature status of the ordering. Hence, based on
the SAED patterns, the three-dimensional distributions of the
extra reflections and diffuse scatterings in a unit cell in re-
ciprocal space are constructed for doped ceria. As shown in
Fig. 6a, the 12 satellite extra reflections around a reflection
of fluorite structure can be described as GF+
1
4 220	*, where
GF is a reciprocal lattice vector of the fluorite structure. Be-
cause no extra reflections were observed on 100 SAED
patterns, it is suggested that the satellite reflections are only
located around the 111* reflection and those around the
000* and equivalent reflections on the 110, 111, and
112 patterns are due to double diffraction occurring as the
electron beam passes through the matrix and the ordered
structure. In Fig. 6b, the distribution of diffuse scatterings
is composed of eight cylindroids with their rotational axes
parallel to the 111 directions of the bcc reciprocal lattice.
The diffuse scatterings are assumed to be distributed on the
cylindroid surfaces. As illustrated in Fig. 6b, the arc for
building the rotational cylindroids is a part of the circle with
FIG. 4. 110 SAED patterns of a–d 15 at. % and e–h 25 at. % Ln-doped ceria samples; from left to right: Ln=Sm, Gd, Dy, and








FIG. 3. Correlation between the value of IB / IC25−15 of Ln-
doped ceria and the decrease in conductivity with increasing doping
concentration from 15 to 25 at. %.
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the center at the point of 34 011* and crossing the reflections
of 000* and 111*. To fit in with the SAED patterns, the
overlaps between the cylindroids are adjusted as small planes
as one indicated in Fig. 6b. In Fig. 7, two-dimensional
2D cross sections of this three-dimensional 3D model are
given, on which the distributions of the diffuse scatterings
and the satellite extra reflections located at crossing points of
the cylindroids are in good agreement with the main features
of the SAED patterns in Figs. 4 and 5.
In addition to the diffuse scatterings and extra reflections
illustrated in Fig. 6, other weak features were also observed
in SAED patterns of Sm- and Gd-doped ceria samples, e.g.,
the weak diffuse scatterings with their rotational axes parallel
to the 200 directions of the bcc reciprocal lattice Fig. 5a
and very dim extra reflections located at some of the GF
+ 14 311	* positions as marked by triangles in Fig. 4e. It is
possible that there exist more than one type of local ordering
in the sample and the weak features correspond to a minor
one. However, these weaker features cannot be consistently
observed on SAED patterns in different zones and, thereby,
their distribution in reciprocal space remains unclear.
IV. STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THE OXYGEN-VACANCY
ORDERING
The analysis of distributions of diffuse scatterings and
extra reflections indicates that the ordering of oxygen vacan-
cies in doped ceria has a cubic structure with symmetry simi-
lar to the matrix, which is probably a superstructure based on
the fluorite structure. Since a solid solution of Ce in C-type
Ln2O3 can form in CeO2-LnO1.5 systems at higher doping
concentrations 33% –40% ,30,31 the oxygen-vacancy or-
dering that appears before the formation of C-type Ln2O3
could be a symptom of a transition from the fluorite ceria to
the C-type Ln2O3 and have a C-type-related structure. As
shown in Fig. 8a, a unit cell of the C-type structure of
Ln2O3 can be constructed out of eight unit cells of fluorite
structure by removing 25% of oxygen ions with introducing
FIG. 5. 100, 111, and 112 SAED patterns of 25 at. % Gd-doped ceria.
FIG. 6. Three-dimensional distribution of a the extra reflec-
tions and b the diffuse scatterings in a unit cell in reciprocal space,
with the letter P indicating one of small planes caused by the over-
lap of cylindroids. The arc for building the cylindroids is illustrated
in b.
FIG. 7. The 2D cross sections of 3D distribution in Fig. 6, with
view directions along 100, 110, 111, and 112. The small gray
dots indicate the contours of the diffuse scatterings.
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atomic shifts. Due to the high lattice stability of metal oxide
and the small size of the local ordering, we ignore the atomic
displacement and suspect that the superstructure for the local
ordering has the arrangement of vacancies as in the C-type
structure but the atomic positions remain as in the fluorite
structure Fig. 8b. This superstructure can be described in
the cubic space group Ia3¯ No. 206 as the C-type structure,
with the oxygen vacancies located at the 16c sites see Table
II. Simulations using the software CARINE CRYSTALLOGRA-
PHY v3.1 show that the resultant diffraction pattern of the
suggested superstructure consists of strong reflections similar
to those of fluorite structure and satellite reflections located
at 12 GF+
1
4 220	* positions around the 111* reflection of
the bcc reciprocal unit cell, which agrees well with the ex-
perimental results shown in Fig. 6a.
However, in practical materials, the local concentration of
oxygen vacancies in doped ceria is usually less than that
shown in Fig. 8b, and the 16c sites could be occupied with
the mixture of oxygen anions and vacancies. In this case, the
local ordering could appear with looser distribution of the
vacancies, e.g., chains and networks based on the superstruc-
ture. As shown in Fig. 9a, around an oxygen vacancy in the
suggested superstructure, there could be three 12 110 and
one
1
2 111 vacancy connections containing the cations. With
these basic connections, helical chains, irregular chains, and
networks of the vacancies can be formed, as illustrated in
Fig. 9b. Figure 9a also shows a possible 12 111 connec-
tion that crosses the cube of oxygen anions without a cation;
however, we suspect that such direct connection without an
intermediate cation is probably less stable because of the
strong Coulomb repulsion between the vacancies, and
thereby rarely appears unless in a dense distribution of oxy-
gen vacancies.
By comparing the structure model of local ordering of
oxygen vacancies in doped ceria and in stabilized zirconia,
one can find an interesting correlation between the basic con-
nections of oxygen vacancies and the resultant ordered struc-
ture. In stabilized zirconia, the connections of vacancies
most likely form 12 111 pairs across cubes of oxygen anions
containing the cations and tend to result in a pyrochlorelike
structure,14,15 while the 12 110 pairs and C-type-related su-
FIG. 8. a Schematic of constructing a unit cell of C-type struc-
ture of Ln2O3 out of eight unit cells of fluorite structure by remov-
ing 25% oxygen ions with introducing ionic shifts. b C-type-
related superstructure of the oxygen-vacancy ordering.
TABLE II. Description of the C-type structure and the superstructure of oxygen-vacancy ordering in the
cubic space group Ia3¯ .
Structure type Space group Atoms
Wyckoff





Cation 8b 0.25 0.25 0.25
Cation 24d 1a 0 0.25
Oxygen 48e 0.375+2a 0.125+3a 0.375+4a
Superstructure Ia3¯
No. 206
Cation 8b 0.25 0.25 0.25
Cation 24d 0 0 0.25
Oxygen 48e 0.375 0.125 0.375
Vacancy 16c 0.375 0.375 0.375
ai i=1–4: the atomic displacements in C-type Ln2O3 compared with the suggested superstructure.
FIG. 9. a The atomic environment around a given oxygen
vacancy in the superstructure; b the possible structure of oxygen
vacancies in practical materials: A, irregular chains and networks;
B, helical chains.
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perstructure are more preferred in doped ceria. For this rea-
son, we believe that the relative thermal stability of the
oxygen-vacancy connections could be a key factor to deter-
mine the possible structure of the ordering, which can be
influenced by the dopant type, the doping concentration, and
the surrounding matrix.
V. DISCUSSION
Recent studies revealed that, in practical materials of
doped ceria, the microstructure can be complicated. Besides
clusters of defects, the development of nanosized domains
with increasing doping level was reported in doped ceria.8–11
It has been demonstrated that diffuse scatterings and extra
reflections on SAED patterns can be attributed to the forma-
tion of these domains. Furthermore, the studies of energy-
filtering TEM EFTEM and high-angle annular dark-field
scanning TEM HAADF-STEM have separately shown that
these domains have higher dopant concentration than their
matrix.10,12 In addition to these microstructural features,
oxygen-vacancy ordering was further confirmed17 and the
relationship between the ordering and the doping concentra-
tion is clearly shown in this study.
Since the oxygen vacancies can be associated with dopant
cations due to the requirement of electrical neutrality, we
believe that the ordering of oxygen vacancies determined in
this study is primarily localized in and around the domains of
higher dopant concentration and that the segregation of oxy-
gen vacancies with the dopant cations plays an important
role in the ordering. The importance of the segregation can
be explained as follows. In a fluorite structure, there are 26
neighboring oxygen sites around an oxygen vacancy, includ-
ing 6 in 12 100 sites the nearest-neighboring sites, 12 in
1
2 110 sites the second-neighboring sites, and 8 in
1
2 111
sites the third-neighboring sites. Within these sites, pairs of
oxygen vacancies probably form.14 Thus, the possible num-
ber of neighboring oxygen vacancies PVO that could be
connected with the given vacancy can be approximately es-
timated by PVO=27nv−1 and nv=x /4, where nv is the va-
cancy concentration on oxygen sites and x is the dopant con-
centration. If we ignore the segregation of dopant cations and
oxygen vacancies, the value of PVO is about 0.7 at a doping
concentration of 25 at. % x=0.25, which possibly enables
the formation of oxygen-vacancy pairs and triples but limits
the formation of chains and other ordered structures. In con-
trast, with considering the segregation of dopant cations, the
local dopant concentration in the domains could increase to
40 at. % or higher, and then the value of PVO increases to
about 2 or larger. In this case, the oxygen vacancies are eas-
ily connected and then the local ordering could further form
in the domains.
Although the dopant segregation, and thereby the enrich-
ment of associated oxygen vacancies, can be of benefit to the
local ordering of oxygen vacancies, the experimental result
showed that a higher degree of ordering is most likely to
form in Sm- and Gd-doped ceria instead of in Yb-doped
ceria, which has a higher association enthalpy. This fact in-
dicates that there are a variety of factors that could influence
the ordering of oxygen vacancies. Since the superstructure of
oxygen-vacancy ordering can be approximately described
between ceria and Ln2O3, we suspect that another influenc-
ing factor for the formation ability of the ordering could be
the lattice difference between the fluorite-structured ceria
and C-type Ln2O3. For this reason, the mismatch between
lattice parameters of CeO2 and C-type Ln2O3 was calculated
as a= 
1 /2aC−aF
 /aF, where aF and aC are the lattice pa-
rameters of fluorite-structured CeO2 and C-type Ln2O3.32
Figure 10 presents the values of IB / IC25−15 of Ln-doped
ceria as a linear function of a, clearly showing that the
lattice mismatch between the fluorite matrix and the target
structure of the ordering may provide resistance to the tran-
sition of oxygen-vacancy arrangement from a random distri-
bution in ceria to a more ordered status as in C-type Ln2O3
and, thereby, a smaller value of a facilitates the formation
of oxygen-vacancy ordering in nanosized domains. In a pre-
vious study,17 the relationship between a and the dopant
dependence of oxygen-vacancy ordering in some heavily
doped ceria was also discussed though the correlation was
not as clear as in this study. In that work, however, the or-
dering was examined by comparing heavily doped ceria with
pure ceria, which may induce extra errors to the calculation
because the defect structures in practical pure ceria CeO2−x
Ref. 33 could be complex and quite different from those in
rare-earth-doped ceria. In the present work, this deficiency
has been overcome with estimating the tendency of ordering
by the comparison between samples with different doping
levels. Besides the lattice difference, other physical proper-
ties of the dopant, e.g., the electronic configuration, may also
have impact on the formation of local ordering. In Fig. 10,
the data for Y-doped ceria are also displayed for comparison,
of which Y has a quite different electronic configuration from
those of lanthanides Y3+: Kr4d0; Ln3+ : Xe4fn, n=0–14.
Probably because of this, a deviation of this material from
the linear correlation belonging to Ln-doped ceria can be
readily seen though the radius of Y3+ cation34 and the value
of a are similar to those of the lanthanides.
According to above discussions, there could be two ways
to control the oxygen-vacancy ordering in doped ceria, and
thus improve the ionic conduction in ceria-based electro-
lytes. Firstly, one can carefully select one or more dopants
FIG. 10. Values of IB / IC25−15 as a function of the mismatch
between lattice parameters of C-type Ln2O3 and fluorite-structured
ceria a. The data of Y-doped ceria are also displayed for
comparison.
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that can lead to a larger value of a but maintain a smaller
association enthalpy. Another way is to control the dopant
segregation by adjusting parameters in the process of elec-
trolyte preparation. Since the second method can limit both
the ordering of oxygen vacancies and the strong interaction
between oxygen vacancies and segregated dopant cations, it
may lead to a notable improvement in the electrical proper-
ties, which has been proved to be promising in Yb- and
Y-doped ceria.10,11
VI. CONCLUSION
Comparative studies of EELS and SAED have clearly
shown the relationship of the local ordering of oxygen va-
cancies, the doping concentration, the dopant type, and the
ionic conductivity in Ln-doped ceria Ln=Sm, Gd, Dy, and
Yb. An increase in the local ordering is observed with in-
creasing the doping concentration and a dependence on dop-
ant type in the sequence of Gd,SmDyYb can be no-
ticed in the samples with different doping levels. In addition
to the interaction between oxygen vacancies and segregated
dopant cations, the oxygen-vacancy ordering can further de-
crease the mobility of oxygen vacancies and then lead to a
lower ionic conductivity. Based on the SAED study, a super-
structure is constructed for the oxygen-vacancy ordering in
Ln-doped ceria, in which the arrangement of oxygen vacan-




2 111 pairs are allowed as basic connections of the local
ordered structure. It is suggested that the segregation of dop-
ant cations in nanosized domains plays an important role in
the local ordering of oxygen vacancies in doped ceria. Fur-
thermore, the ability to form the oxygen-vacancy ordering
can be influenced by the association between oxygen vacan-
cies and segregated dopant cations, the lattice mismatch be-
tween fluorite-structured ceria and C-type Ln2O3 oxides, and
physical properties of the dopant such as the electronic con-
figuration.
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